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In this paper, the thermo viscoplastic behaviour of DH 36 and Weldox 460 E steels is ana
lyzed at wide ranges of strain rates and temperatures. These materials are commonly used
for naval applications. Thus, they may be subjected to a wide range of exploitation temper
atures and at the same time to high strain rates due to accidental impact or explosion. The
thermo viscoplastic behaviour of these materials has been modeled by application of RK
(Rusinek Klepaczko) constitutive relation. The predictions obtained using RK constitutive
relation have been compared with JC (Johnson Cook) and PB (Physical Base) constitutive
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relations with use of the experimental results reported in the works of Nemat Nasser
and Guo [Nemat Nasser, S., Guo, W.G., 2003. Thermomechanical response of DH 36 struc
tural steel over a wide range of strain rates and temperatures. Mech. Mat. 35, 1023 1047]
and Borvik et al. [Børvik, T., Hopperstad, O.S., Berstad, T., Langseth, M., 2001. A computa
tional model of viscoplasticity and ductile damage for impact and penetration. Eur. J. Solid.
Mech. A. 20, 685 712]. For both metals, a satisfactory agreement is reported between the
experimental results and the analytical predictions using RKmodel at wide ranges of strain
rates and temperatures (10 3 s 1 to 104 s 1, and 77 K to about 1000 K). Especially for high
strain rate level, the predictions of RK model are notably more precise than those predic
tions obtained using PB and JC models. This proof converts RK model in suitable for mod
eling impact problems. Finally, numerical simulations of perforation process of DH 36 and
Weldox 460 E steel plates impacted by conical non deformable projectiles have been car
using FE simulations have revealed sub
rning the ballistic limit, residual velocity
nd boundary conditions.
veral publications can be found in
ature dealing with high strain rate
t metallic materials directly related
ications like automotive (Rusinek
t al., 2007; Mae et al., 2007; Smerd
obayashi et al., 2008; Shanmugama
et al., 2002), aeronautical (Fasanella
iekutowski, 1999) or naval (Nemat
; Martineau et al., 2004) industries.ried out using RK and JCmodels. Numerical results
stantial influence of the constitutive relation conce
and failure time predictions for the same initial a
1. Introduction
The study of materials subjected to extreme loading
conditions as for example crash, impact or explosion, and
extreme environmental conditions, as for example low
and high temperatures, presents a considerable interest
in different application fields as for example in naval engi
neering. Nowadays se
the international liter
behaviour of differen
to engineering appl
et al., 2008a; Larour e
et al., 2005), civil (K
et al., in press; Zaera
and Jackson, 2001; P
Nasser and Guo, 2003viour of high strength sheet metals
1Particularly, the beha
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 91 624 8460; fax: +34 91 624 9430.
E-mail address: jarmarti@ing.uc3m.es (J.A. Rodríguez-Martínez).
when subjected to high velocity impact by rigid projectiles
has raised a considerable interest as it is illustrated in the
works (Borvik et al., 2002a,b; Gupta et al., 2006, 2007; Ar
ias et al., 2008; Rusinek et al., 2008b). A common charac
teristic of most of those works is that during experiment
of perforation, specimen remains at room temperature
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In the case ofWeldox 460 E, RK and JC constitutive relations
are taken into account. The analysis has been carried out
considering a wide range of strain rates and temperatures
and the analytical predictions of the constitutive relations
have been compared with experimental results reported in
Nemat Nasser and Guo (2003) and Børvik et al. (2001). It
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600 J.R. Klepaczko et al. /Mechanics of Materials 41 (2009) 599–621during a high strain rate deformation. However, this
cumstance is not consistent with the service condit
of many structures, which are frequently subjected
wide range of initial temperatures in addition to
strain rate levels.
In order to model the thermo viscoplastic behavio
metallic materials under the mentioned above loa
conditions, several constitutive relations can be foun
the literature, (Cowper and Symonds, 1952; Bodner
Partom, 1975; Steinberg et al., 1980; Nemat Na
1982; Johnson and Cook, 1983; Zerilli and Armstr
1987; Khan, 1998; Rusinek and Klepaczko, 2001; Dur
berger et al., 2007; Voyiadjis and Almasri, 2008). The
nomenological approaches as that due to Johnson and C
(JC) (Johnson and Cook, 1983) are widely used, mainly
cause of the reduced number of material constants ne
sary for calibration and the simplicity in applications. M
physical approaches are reported in Bodner and Pa
(1975); Zerilli and Armstrong (1987); Durrenberger e
(2007); Voyiadjis and Almasri (2008). They are more c
plex to calibrate and less used in engineering practic
critical analysis dealing with this topic can be also fo
in the works of Liang and Khan (1999) and Rusinek e
(2007a).
The relevance of providing a good material defin
for DH 36 and Weldox 460 E steels within a wide rang
strain rates and temperatures comes from its applica
field. These steels are frequently used in naval applicat
as military boats, submarines, water towers or offs
structures, as reported for example in Nemat Nasser
Guo (2003). Naval structures can be subjected to
strain rate level due to impact events induced by ice
collision, rock falling or attack, but it also must be t
into account that these dynamic loading conditions
take place under a wide range of temperatures. For ex
ple, a submarine can be subjected to relatively high
perature due to sun exposition or to a low tempera
in Polar Regions.
These remarks lead to conclusion that one must ana
diverse cases of loading combined with temperature w
in the interval 173 6 T0 6 373 K and strain rates from
si static to dynamic conditions: 10 3 s 1  _ep  105 s
the present case, a semi physical model due to Rusinek
Klepaczko (2001) (RK) is used to model the behaviou
DH 36 and Weldox 460 E steels. This constitutive rela
has been previously used to define the thermo viscopl
behaviour of several steels frequently used in automo
industry (Larour et al., 2007) when subjected to diffe
quasi static and dynamic loading conditions such as
sion and shear (Rusinek and Klepaczko, 2001; Rus
et al., 2005), ring expansion (Rusinek et al., 2007b) or
pact perforation (Rusinek et al., 2008c).
In this paper, a comparison is reported between di
ent constitutive relations. In the case of DH 36 stee
RK, JC and PB constitutive relations have been considehas been observed that the best agreement with expe
mental data is achieved by the analytical predictions o
tained using RK constitutive relation.
In order to analyze the influence of constitutive relat
when DH 36 and Weldox 460 E steels are subjected to
treme loads, numerical simulations of perpendicular i
pact using conical non deformable projectiles have be
carried out. The numerical study was performed us
the FE code ABAQUS/Explicit by application of 3D analy
RK and JC constitutive relations were applied during
simulations assuming isotropic behaviour of the mater
In the case of DH 36 steel, three different initial temp
atures were assumed during simulations: (T01 = 2
T02 = 296, T03 = 400 K) with application of a wide range
impact velocities varying from Vbl 6 V0 6 400 m/s, wh
Vbl is the ballistic limit velocity. In the case of Weld
460 E steel the numerical results obtained have been co
pared with experimental data at room temperature
ported in Borvik et al. (2002a) in the range of imp
velocities mentioned above.
For both materials considered, relevant differen
were found in the ballistic limit, the residual velocity a
values of failure time predicted by RK and JC constitut
relations. Thus, it is noticed the influence of the mater
definition in the simulation of impact events.
2. Materials
The steels analyzed in this paper, DH 36 and Weld
460 E, consist of a ferrite pearlitic (BBC) structure, wh
layers of pearlite lie between whole grains of ferrite. Ihigher plasticity and toughness, whereas pearlite has
versed properties.
The added elements as Ti, Mn, Al and Cr allow for c
bon compatibility. These additive elements generate cr
tion of carbide which increases the strength of ste
Concerning Cu it is allowing for reduction of transform
tion temperature a? c increasing the thinness of
pearlite and the hardness of this component. Concern
Mo it allows for increase of strength level at high temp
ature, such composition is frequently used for milit
applications or in nuclear reactors. The chemical elem
V is also used to obtain a high strength level at high te
perature and to control the grain size growing (Rusin
2000).
2.1. DH 36 steel
DH 36 steel is a high strength structural steel used
naval constructions. The chemical composition of t
material is given in Table 1 (Nemat Nasser and G
2003). This material is a high strength low alloy st
due to the carbon content which is relatively high: 0.14
2
Its average grain size is D = 9 lm. Although this mate
rial has a microstructure distribution different along the
thickness due to the rolling process, the macroscopic
behaviour rðep; _ep; TÞ is not affected. The same mechanical
properties are found when the loading direction is perpen
dicular or parallel to the rolling direction. More details
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of several materials with BCC and FCC microstructures
(Larour et al., 2007; Rusinek et al., 2005, 2007a,b, 2008c,d).
3.1.1. Description of the constitutive relation
This semi physical model is based on an additive
decomposition of the total stress, r. Thus, the total stress
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Fig. 1. Strain aging temperature vs. strain rate. Experimental results
(Nemat-Nasser and Guo, 2003).
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ties are given in Nemat Nasser and Guo (2003) whe
analysis of the thermo viscoplastic behaviour of D
steel is reported in terms of different temperature
strain rates. It has been observed during experiment
this material shows a strain aging phenomenon (N
Nasser and Guo, 2003). It means an increase of the
stress with temperature. This phenomenon is due to
sion of carbon at specific temperature inducing a tra
of mobile dislocations by the Cottrell atmospheres. In
case an increase of the macroscopic stress level occur
temperature limits corresponding to manifestation o
phenomenon depend on the imposed strain rate, Fig
linear dependence of this effect (temperature of strain
ing) is observed with the logarithm of strain rate.
2.2. Weldox 46 E steel
Weldox is a group of high strength steels that com
high strength with large ductility and good welda
Weldox 460 E has particularly high yield stress, a
ry  500 MPa, with failure stress of rfailureP 1 GPa,
vik et al., 1999; Børvik et al., 2001) .The high streng
Weldox 460 E is obtained by rolling process using a sp
temperature, followed by a controlled cooling. The c
cal composition of this steel is given in Table 2.
This steel is widely used for structural applicatio
several engineering fields, mainly in naval and civi
structions. Moreover, a substantial amount of studies
cerning the dynamic behaviour of Weldox 460 E c
found in the international literature, mainly dealing
its behaviour during impact (Borvik et al., 1999, 2
Dey et al., 2004). The behaviour of the material can b
sumed as isotropic (Børvik et al., 2001). Moreover, it s
a strain aging effect within the following temper
range, 400 < T0 < 800 K (Børvik et al., 2001).
3. Constitutive relations for steel alloys
In this section of the document the RK, JC and PB c
tutive relations are analyzed. In the case of RK mode
procedure followed to obtain the material consta
outlined.
3.1. The Rusinek Klepaczko (RK) model
This model (Rusinek and Klepaczko, 2001) was
ously proven to approximate successfully the beha
Table 1
Chemical composition of DH-36 steel (Nemat-Nasser and Guo, 200
C Mn Cu Si Cr M
0.14 1.37 0.14 0.22 0.08 0.
f
c
e
;
s
e
e
s
r
is an addition of two terms rl and r*, which define res
tively the strain hardening and thermal activation
cesses, Fig. 2. The first is called the internal stress
the second the effective stress.
Using this decomposition, the total stress is define
Eq. (1). It is observed that the effective stress compo
r*, which defines the coupling strain rate temperatur
independent of the level of plastic strain in compar
with the internal stress rl which defines strain harden
The first term defines the Young’s modulus evolution
temperature, (Klepaczko, 1998), Eq. (2).
rðep; _ep; TÞ EðTÞE0 rlðep;
_ep; TÞ þ rð _ep; TÞ
h i
EðTÞ E0 1 TTm exp h
 1
Tm
T
   
where E0, Tm and h* denote respectively the Young’s m
ulus at T = 0, the melting temperature and the charact
tic homologous temperature. In the case of ferritic s
h  0.5 (Rusinek et al., 2008d).
The Young’s modulus evolution with temperature i
ported in the following figure, Fig. 3. This analytical for
lation has been compared with experimental res
corresponding to different ferritic steels. A good agreem
is found concerning temperature sensitivity of You
modulus.
The explicit formulation of the equivalent stress r i
ven by Eq. (3). The internal stress is defined by the pla
ity modulus B along with the rate and tempera
V Ti Al Nb P
0.001 0.003 0.017 0.03 0.007
3
dependent strain hardening exponent n. The effective
stress is obtained using Arrhénius relation which couples
temperature with strain rate. This kind of approach is well
defined for thermal activation processes of plastic
deformation.
rðep; _ep; TÞ EðTÞ Bð _ep; TÞðe0 þ epÞnð _ep ;TÞ
h
ð3Þ
era
ard
train
fines
ctive
the
maximum strain rate accepted for a particular analysis
and m* is the constant allowing to define the strain rate
temperature dependency (Klepaczko, 1987). The operator
hi  if hi  0 or hi 0 if hi  0. Therefore the model
eliminates the instantaneous rate sensitivity at low strain
rates and high temperatures.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of Young’s modulus ratio of different steels with
temperature.
Fig. 2. Decomposition of the total stress by thermally activated part and
the component related to strain hardening; the internal stress and the
effective stress.
Table 2
Chemical composition of Weldox-460-E steel (Børvik et al., 2001).
C Mn Ni Si Cr Mo V Ti Al Nb P S B N
0.08 1.40 0.04 0.26 0.02 0.007 0.04 0.01 0.032 0.028 0.008 0.002 0.00 0.006
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þr0 1 D1
T
Tm
 
log
_emax
_ep
 !* +m35
The modulus of plasticity B defines rate and temp
ture sensitivities of strain hardening, n is the strain h
ening coefficient which is a specified function of s
rate and temperature, e0 is the strain level which de
the yield stress in quasi static loading, r0 is the effe
stress at T = 0 K, D1 is the material constant, _emax isThe explicit formulations describing the modulus
plasticity and strain hardening exponent with temperatu
and strain rate are given by, Eqs. (4) and (5).
Bð _ep; TÞ B0 TTm
 
log
_emax
_ep
 ! ! m
nð _ep; TÞ n0 1 D2 TTm
 
log
_ep
_emin
* +
where B0 is the material constant, v is the temperature se
sitivity, n0 is the strain hardening exponent at T = 0 K, D2
the material constant and _emin is the minimum strain ra
validated for this model. Therefore the limit of strain har
ening is the ideal plasticity. A negative strain hardening
not accepted in the present case, nP 0.
In order to define the material constants of the mod
independently of the user, a specific methodology has be
developed. This procedure is discussed in the next part
the paper.
3.1.2. Constant identification using RK model
The procedure to define the material constants w
constructed allowing estimation, step by step of, all co
stants. Thus the material constants are determined au
matically and independently of the user. It must
noticed that the constants are defined using physi
assumptions. It is assumed that the model defines correc
the thermo viscoplastic behaviour when the strain ra
imposed varies from _emin 10 5 s 1 to _emax 107 s 1. T
first assumption is that at low strain rate _ep 0:001
the stress contribution due to thermal activation is
duced and in this case the following relation is impos
Eq. (6). Under this assumption, it is possible to define t
constant D1 depending on the melting temperature Tm.
rð _ep; TÞ

300 K;0:001 s 1 0
D1 300Tm
	 

log _emax0:001
 h i 1
is defined
8<
:
The contribution of the thermal activation to the to
stress is zero at room temperature for quasi static stra
rate. Thus, the total stress level is defined by Eq. (7). Usi
this equation together with experimental results a
applying the least squares method (Rusinek, 2000), t
first estimation of B and n can be found.
rðep;0:001;300Þ Eð300ÞE0 Bðe0 þ epÞ
n þ 0 
B;n first approximation for next fitting
(
4
The second step assumes that the increase of the total
stress r with the strain rate, in comparison with the low
strain rate defined as reference, _ep 0:001 s 1, is due to
the effective stress r* which accounts for thermal activa
tion processes. Thus, the stress increase is defined as fol
lows, Eq. (8).
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36 andWeldox 460 E steels in Fig. 6. Calculations were per
formed at room temperature for a wide range of strain
rates and plastic deformation up to ep 1:0. In conclusion,
the transition between isothermal and adiabatic conditions
is well defined. The thermal softening of the material at
high strain rates is well observed in Fig. 6 by comparison
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Table 3
Constants determined for DH-36 steel for RK model.
B0
(MPa)
m
()
n0
()
D2
()
e0 () r0
(MPa)
m*
()
D1
()
906.87 0.02 0.2 0.085 1.8  10 2 491.11 2.127 0.49
Eq. (4) Eq. (5) Eq. (7) Eq. (8) Eq.
(6)
Table 4
Constants determined for Weldox-460-E steel for RK model.
B0
(MPa)
m () n0
()
D2
()
e0 () r0
(MPa)
m*
()
D1
()
983.59 0.107 0.175 0.052 1.8  10 2 100 1.031 0.49
Eq. (4) Eq. (5) Eq. (7) Eq. (8) Eq.
(6)
Table 5
Physical constants for ferritic steels.
E0 (MPa) h* () Cp (J kg K 1) b () q (kgm 3)
212 0.59 470 0.9 7800
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0:001 s 1! _ep rj
ep
_ep
rjep0:001 s 1 rð _ep; TÞ
ep
r0;m are defined
(
Using Eq. (8) together with experimental results
imposed strain level, ep, it is possible to determin
material constants m* and r0. Generally, the strain
accounted for determination of the constants should
sumed not larger than 0.1, since adiabatic conditions
ger strain level induce a thermal softening of the ma
and in this case a decrease of the strain hardening rat
limit of ep 0:1 allows for assuming isothermal con
in the material behaviour.
The third step is application of the complete equ
for the total stress, Eq. (3), combined with experimen
sults, r ep

ep
. Therefore the stress dependency upon
perature and strain rate for the modulus of plasticity
the strain hardening exponent n can be defined for a
posed strain rate. A first estimation to start the proc
fitting is defined using Eq. (8). The next step is to ap
imate the trends of Bð _ep; TÞ and nð _ep; TÞ using Eqs. (7
(8).
The calibration method proposed is just limited to
tests performed at different strain rates. Required ma
data at low/intermediate strain rates ( _e  10s 1) m
obtained from tests performed in tension using a s
hydraulic machine. To obtain the required data at h
strain rates, it may be possible apply the double shea
(if the behaviour of the material is isotropic) as repor
Klepaczko (1994) and Rusinek and Klepaczko (200
compression test using Hopkinson bar.
By application of the method outlined above, th
lowing constants have been found for DH 36 and W
460 E steels, Tables 3 and 4.
Conventional physical constants can be obtained
material handbooks, Table 5.
The strain rate and temperature effects on the mo
of plasticity B and the strain hardening exponent n fo
36 steel are shown in Fig. 4a and b. A decrease of the
hardening exponent n is observed with both variabl
high strain rates the rate of strain hardening decr
due to thermal softening of material since the therm
fects are also included. Concerning variations of the
stress due to plasticity, as expected the total stress,
creases with the strain rate and decreases
temperature.
In the case of Weldox 460 E, and comparing values
DH 36, it is observed that the strain hardening expon
is more stable showing just a small decrease at high
rate and high temperature, Fig. 5a and b. Therefore
material seems to be more stable in comparison to
36, concerning at least plastic instabilities at high
rates due to high local temperature increase.
Finally, the prediction of RKmodel in the form of t
tal equivalent stress vs. equivalent strain is shown for
t
r
x
s
t
s
l
s
of isothermal and adiabatic strain hardening curves. M
over, comparing the analytical predictions for both ma
als, it is observed that Weldox 460 E is less sensitive to
rate of deformation. The correct definition of the mate
softening is revealed as a key factor to simulate im
events propitious to induce plastic instabilities and fail
(Borvik et al., 2002a; Arias et al., 2008; Rusinek et al., 2
2007b, 2008c).
3.2. The Johnson Cook (JC) model
In order to compare the RK model, the Johnson C
(JC) constitutive relation (Johnson and Cook, 1983) is c
sidered in this paper. This relation is commonly use
numerical analyses of dynamic processes (Mae et
2007; Smerd et al., 2005; Borvik et al., 2002b, 1999; Gu
et al., 2006, 2007; Arias et al., 2008; Rusinek et al., 200
Teng et al., in press). Considerable efforts have been m
in the past to identify the material constants necessar
apply the model for variety of different metallic mater
This fact has enhanced the notorious diffusion of the m
during the last two decades. In addition, it presents a s
ple formulation which can be easily manipulated ana
cally. The main drawback is multiplication of three te
depending respectively on strain, strain rate
temperature.
However, some progress in constitutive modeling
plied in computer codes is evident. Since JC model is ba
on a phenomenological approach, it does not consider
flow stress as decomposed into two parts, the effec
5
stress and the ‘‘athermal” stress. This is the main difference
with RK model and the previous considerations of Seeger
(1957) and Klepaczko (1975). Moreover, strain hardening
is defined as a power law, so called Swift hardening, but
without taking into account the effect of strain rate and
temperature. The constancy of the strain hardening expo
nent n in JC formulation is contrary to the experimental
ls in
7a),
ly in
usi
Teng
ents,
t al.,
tant
tro
ctive
from
quasi static to high strain rates as reported by Rusinek
et al. 2008c). See for example, Fig. 7. This assumption can
be extended to other phenomenological constitutive rela
tions, for example the Power Law formulation, (Rusinek
et al., 2008c; Klepaczko, 1965), or Cowper and Symonds
(1952), constitutive relation.
The explicit formulation of JC model defines the equiv
ms
cy,
ird
ð9Þ
nd
the
is
Fig. 4. Temperature and strain rate effects on plasticity of DH-36 steel: (a) modulus of plasticity Bðe; TÞ; (b) strain hardening exponent nðe; TÞ.
Fig. 5. Temperature and strain rate effect on Weldox-460-E steel: (a) modulus of plasticity; (b) strain hardening exponent.
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many publications (for example, Rusinek et al., 200
Fig. 7. This fact rises considerable relevance especial
dynamic events susceptible to plastic instabilities, (R
nek et al., 2005, 2007b, 2008c; Klepaczko 2005;
et al., 2007), frequently observed in impact ev
(Rusinek et al., 2008c; Teng et al. 2007; Borvik e
2003). Moreover, it should be noticed that the cons
logarithmic strain rate sensitivity b ðor= log _epÞep ;T in
duced in the original version of the JC model is ineffe
to define the strain rate sensitivity of most metalsalent Huber Misses stress, r, as three uncoupled ter
where the first one defines the hardening dependen
the second one the strain rate sensitivity and the th
one the temperature effects, Eq. (9).:
rðep; _ep; TÞ Aþ BðepÞn  1þ C ln _ep
_e0
 !" #
ð1 HmÞ
where A is the quasi static yield stress at _ep _e0 a
T = const., B is the modulus of strain hardening, n is
strain hardening exponent (material constant), C = b
6
the strain rate sensitivity, and m defines the temperature
sensitivity; _e0 is the reference strain rate andH is the mod
ified temperature given by:
H
T T0
Tm T0
ð10Þ
where T is the current temperature, T0 is the initial temper
ed in
Nemat Nasser and Guo (2003) T0 must be chosen as the
lowest temperature of interest or the lowest temperature
of experimental data available.
The following constants were used to approximate
the thermo visco plastic behaviour of DH 36 (Nemat
Nasser and Guo, 2003) and Weldox 460 E (Borvik
et al., 1999; Arias et al., 2008) steels via JC model,
Fig. 6. Behaviour of DH-36 steel (top) and Weldox-460-E steel (bottom) at different strain rates, adiabatic and isothermal conditions.
J.R. Klepaczko et al. /Mechanics of Materials 41 (2009) 599–621 605ature, and Tm is the melting temperature. As report Tables 6 and 7.
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More recently the JC constitutive relation, Eq. (9) has
been modified by introduction of nonlinear terms in
approximation of the rate sensitivity, (Johnson et al.,
2006).This modified form is given below, Eq. (11):
rðep; _ep;TÞ AþBðepÞn  1þC1 lnð _epÞþC2 lnð _epÞC3h i 1 Tm 
ð11Þ
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total equivalent stress r is defined by Eq. (12), in agree
ment with the considerations reported by Seeger (1957);
Klepaczko (1975)
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606 J.R. Klepaczko et al. /Mechanics of Materials 41 (2009) 599–621where C2 and C3 are the new material constants. Bec
the strain hardening term is multiplied by the nonline
increasing second term, at high strain rates the para
stress strain curves increase excessively at larger str
This is in contradiction to experimental data for BCC
als and alloys.
Another model with some physical background, c
PB, is analyzed. This model was introduced in Nemat
ser and Guo (2003, 1999); Nemat Nasser and Is
(1997); Nemat Nasser et al. (1999, 2001) and it is
cussed in the following section.
3.3. The Physical Base (PB) model
This constitutive relation, as RK model, is based on
process of thermal activation with an additive decomp
tion of the total stress in agreement with Fig. 2. Thus
Table 6
Constants defined for steel DH-36 for JC model (Nemat-Nasser and
2003).
A (MPa) B(MPa) n () e0 (s 1) C () m () T0 (K) T
1020 1530 0.4 1  10 1 0.015 0.32 50 1ol
4Þ
lst
or
ant
Table 7
Constants defined for steel Weldox-460-E for JC model (Borvik et al., 1999;
Arias et al., 2008).
A (MPa) B (MPa) n () e0 (s 1) C () m () T0 (K) Tm (K)
490 807 0.73 5  10 4 0.012 0.94 296 1800pendent on strain rate and temperature. The second str
component is the thermally activated part depending
strain rate and temperature. In comparison with RK mo
ra has the same standard name as introduced by Conr
(1964). In PB model, as mentioned previously, the inter
stress depends only on the equivalent strain. Moreover
take into account the strain hardening in PB formulation
power law approximation is introduced, Eq. (13).
ra a1ðepÞn1 ð1
where a1 is the material constant fitting the stress le
and n1 is the strain hardening exponent (assumed consta
in this formulation). For DH 36 steel the following valu
have been reported: a1 = 750 MPa, and n1 = 0.25, (Nem
Nasser and Guo, 2003).
Several considerations may be important concern
this approach, Eq. (13), to describe the strain harden
evolution. The fact of assuming a strain hardening te
independent on strain rate and temperature is in disagr
ment with experimental observations frequently publish
in the international literature (for example, Rusinek et
2007a), and many more publications. It is observed t
strain hardening exponent depends on the strain rate a
it is in addition coupled with temperature. This depe
dency is the key point when the constitutive relation is a
plied to analyze instabilities and failures. Using instabil
criterion in tension, Considère (1885), ðora=oepÞ ra a
plied to a power strain hardening, as for PB case, the f
lowing relation is obtained, Eq. (14).
einstp n1; r
 0 ð1
Using experimental observations reported in Dhu
and Even (2003), it is found that the instability strain
strain level at the maximum of true stress is not const
8
for all strain rates and temperatures but decreases when
the strain rate increases. This phenomenon is faster at
low temperatures due to more rapid thermal softening
by adiabatic heating as it can be observed in the case of
mild steel ES (mild steel), Fig. 8.
Therefore the value of n is not constant Fig. 9a b for dif
d tru
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rding
r r^ 1 kT
G0
ln
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 !1=q24
3
51=p ð15Þ
The constants p and q define the profile of the short
range energy barrier to dislocation motion. Ono (1968))
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for temperatures not lower than 213 K, (Rusinek
2007a), Fig. 9a.
It is observed in addition that the yield stress de
on the initial temperature. Thus the first material con
a1 must depend on temperature, and because the
stress is a function on strain rate (strain rate sensit
a1 must depend also on the strain rate, Fig. 9a and
Fig. 10.
Moreover, to approximate the stress dependen
terms of strain rate and temperature sensitivities, a s
stress component is directly taken into PB formulati
introduced by Ono, (Ono, 1968), Eq. (14). This formu
is based on physical modeling by application of Arrh
relation combined with Gibb’s free energy formul
Therefore the effective stress r* is defined in PB acco
to Ono (1968) and Kocks et al. (1975)
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and Kocks et al. (1975) suggested that p = 2/3 and q
are suitable values for these constants for many me
The parameter k/G0 characterizes the temperature se
tivity of the material. Higher temperature sensitivit
associated with the higher value of k/G0 whereas an
crease of ð _erÞ 1=q corresponds to smaller strain rate se
tivity. The threshold stress r^ is the thermally activ
obstacle strength at T = 0 K.
The constants for DH 36 steel related to the effec
stress are given in Table 8 (Nemat Nasser and Guo, 20
Having identified the material constants for all mo
on the basis of experimental results (RK, JC and PB in
case of DH 36; RK and JC in the case of Weldox 460 E
comparison is reported in the following sections of
document concerning the strain hardening and also
strain rate and temperature sensitivities.
4. Validation of RK constitutive relation for modell
the thermo-viscoplastic behaviour of DH-36 andWel
460-E steels
In this section, the validation of the analytical pre
tions obtained using RK model is reported. The analys
carried out in terms of strain rate and temperature se
tivities. For strain rate higher than _ep  10 s 1, the pro
is considered as adiabatic and the temperature increa
calculated for each increment of plastic deformation. T
the process of thermal softening can be estimated by a
lytical modeling.
4.1. Comparison of DH 36 behaviour between RK model
experimental results for a wide range of strain rates and
temperatures
4.1.1. Strain rate sensitivity
The first comparisons are performed via analysi
strain rate effect, Fig. 11, in the range: 0:001s 1
 3000s 1. It is observed a good agreement betw
l
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temperature; (b) room temperature, experimental results (Rusinek et al., 2007a).
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experimental results and RK predictions for the entire
range of strain rates, including the thermal softening of
the material for high strain rate, higher than 	10 s 1. In
the case of _e 3000s 1 some differences between analyti
cal predictions and experiments take place at the begin
ning of loading due to inertia effect.
p of
train
xper
r the
It is observed for the analytical predictions of RK model
that the stress level is higher during a jump of strain rate
from quasi static loading to higher strain rate than during
continuous loading at the higher strain rate. This happens
because the process is considered first as isothermal,
which is not the case for continuous plastic deformation
ate
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Fig. 10. Temperature effect on flow stress for a mild steel at 0.1 1/s;
experimental results (Rusinek et al., 2007a).
Table 8
Physical constants forDH-36 steel, Eq. (14) (Nemat-Nasser and Guo, 2003).
r^ (MPa) kT/G0 () er (1/s) q () p ()
1500 6.6E-5 2E10 2 2/3
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strain rate from quasi static to intermediate or high s
rates, Fig. 12. It is observed a good agreement with e
imental results. Some differences appear just afte
jump of strain rate due to inertia effect.
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Fig. 11. Strain rate effect on plastic flow for DH-36 steel. Analytica
prediction by RK model and comparison with experimental results
(Nemat-Nasser and Guo, 2003).at strain rate level of 3  103 s 1. After change of strain r
the process is adiabatic and the temperature is conti
ously increasing during plastic deformation. Then, a th
mal softening of the material is observed inducin
stress level decrease.
4.1.2. Temperature sensitivity
To validate RK model for a wide range of temperatu
experimental results published in Nemat Nasser and G
(2003) were analyzed. During the test the initial tempe
ture was varied from 77 K 6 T0 6 800 K for quasi static
high strain rate deformation. As it was discussed pre
ously, the strain aging takes place depending on the str
rate level, Fig. 13. However, RK model can not reprod
such behaviour of materials and the predictions are limi
to the adiabatic temperature increase without strain ag
effect, Fig. 13.
Anyway, a good agreement between experiments
analytical predictions for all ranges of strain rates and te
peratures is observed. The difference takes place only
the domain of strain aging temperatures. However,
high strain rate, 	103 s 1, the strain aging disappears
the range of temperatures considered and the analyt
prediction is totally in agreement with experime
Fig. 13d. A small difference concerning the flow stress
tween experiments and RK model is also observed at
strain rates and low temperatures. However, this dif
ence decreases when the strain rate increases, Fig.
and d.
4.2. Comparison of Weldox 460 E behaviour between RK
model and experimental results for a wide range of strain
rates and temperatures
4.2.1. Strain rate sensitivity
In the following curves, a comparison is reported
tween analytical predictions using RK model and exp
mental results at different strain rates (Børvik et
2001), Fig. 14a and b. A satisfactory agreement is obser
with experimental results. It is also observed that therm
softening of the material is well defined in the case
strain rate higher than _ep  10 s 1.
In addition, a satisfactory agreement with experime
was also found concerning the strain rate sensitivity
different levels of plastic strain. It is found a linear relat
of the flow stress with the logarithm of strain rate unt
certain strain rate level is reached, _ep  104 s 1 Fig. 15
the case of strain rate level larger than _ep  104 s 1,
relation between the flow stress and the logarithm
strain rate predicted by the RK model is highly non lin
Fig. 15.
4.2.2. Temperature sensitivity
Concerning the temperature sensitivity, Fig. 16, as p
viously reported for DH 36 steel,Weldox 460 E steel sho
l
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the strain aging effect within the following temperature
range, 400 < T0 < 800 K. Anyway, the agreement of the
model predictions with experiments can be assumed as
satisfactory.
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5. Comparison between RK, PB and JC constitutive
relations for modelling the thermo-viscoplastic
behaviour of DH-36 steel
In the case of DH 36, RK, PB and JC constitutive relations
are considered to define its thermo viscoplastic behaviour.
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Fig. 20. It is found that PB and RKmodels give better results
in comparison with JC model for low and intermediate
strain rates. However, in dynamic loading the predictions
are very close for all of them, Fig. 20c. A comparison is also
obtained concerning the strain rate sensitivity for all strain
rates applied during experiments for an imposed strain le
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cerning the internal stress and the effective stress
function of increasing strain rate, Fig. 17.
It is observed that using the thermal activation dec
position, the effective stress r* is reduced for low s
rate if the temperature is larger than 0.4 Tm, Fig. 17.
temperature transition increases at high strain rates. H
ever a difference is observed between these two mo
concerning the effective stress intensity, Figs. 17 and
For RK model and quasi static loading the effective s
is close to zero. For PBmodel the effective stress, which
fines the thermal activation, is equal to 161 MPa. Thu
thermally activated contribution to stress for PB mod
assumed as dominant during quasi static loading. Th
fore, this stress component is higher than half of the in
nal stress which is mainly related to the microstruc
evolution as discussed in Rusinek et al. (2007a).
The models can be analyzed via definition of the ac
tion volume
Va
1
r
Z
VðrÞdr
where Va is the activation area. It is observed that
effective stress increases with the decrease of the the
activation volume, Fig. 19. It means that when the effe
stress is large, as for PB model, the activation volum
small. Applying the experimental results for DH 36 s
Fig. 20d, it is possible to state that the activation vol
or rate of the strain rate sensitivity b ðor=o ln _eÞT
pears for strain rate close to _ep  102 s 1. This strain
corresponds to the transition from isothermal to adia
conditions.
The next comparison is performed in terms of s
rate and temperature sensitivities for RK, PB and JCmo
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with RK and PB in comparison with JCmodel. This occurs
the case of JC due to the linear strain rate sensitivity b d
inition in Eq. (9).
Comparisons between the three models, JC, PB and
are also performed for all temperatures applied dur
experiments, Fig. 21. Concerning this problem, all mod
allow to predict the temperature dependency of fl
stress. However, at high strain rates and low temperatur
RKmodel defines better the material behaviour, Fig. 21c
this domain PB and JC models introduce an overestimat
of the stress level. On the contrary, at low strain rates a
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low temperatures JC and PBmodels define better the mate
rial behaviour, Fig. 21a. For intermediate strain rates, PB
and RK models give better agreement with experiments
in comparison with JC relation, Fig. 21b.
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6. Comparison between RK and JC constitutive relations
for modelling the thermo-viscoplastic behaviour of
Weldox 460-E steel
Fig. 22a d considers the evolution of strain hardening
for different strain rate levels. The strain rate during
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7. Numerical simulation of perforation by application
of RK and JC models
Impact perforation of steel plates was widely studied in
the last decades due to the applications necessary in sev
eral engineering fields like aeronautics, automotive or mil
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_ep  1512 s 1. A satisfactory agreement of RK model
experiments is observed for all strain rates and tem
tures considered, Fig. 22. JC model overestimates the
stress at large deformation and it does not define
rectly the thermal softening of the material in adi
conditions.
Subsequently it is analyzed the temperature sens
comparing the analytical predictions of the models
experimental results (Børvik et al., 2001). The compa
was performed for strain rate _ep 5 10 4 s 1 and
perature varying in the limits: 300 K 6 T0 < 8
Fig. 23. It is observed that RK model shows better a
ment with experiments than JC model, especiall
ep 0:1. Fig. 23b. However, differences between the
lytical predictions and the experiments take plac
both models due to strain aging effect showed by
material.
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Fig. 21. Comparison between experiments (Nemat-Nasc
,
r
r
s
itary industries (Borvik et al., 1999; 2002a,b; 2003; Gu
et al., 2006, 2007; Arias et al., 2008; Rusinek et
2008b, 2008c; Teng et al., in press; Piekutowski, 20
Chocron et al., 2001; Forrestal and Piekutowski, 20
Dey et al., 2004; Børvik et al., 2005; Chocron et al., 20
Teng and Wierzbicki, 2006; Voyiadjis and Abu Al
2006; Rodríguez Martínez et al., 2008). Several works
be found in the international literature dealing with di
ent aspects of the perforation processes, for example,
jectile geometry (Borvik et al., 2002a,b; Gupta et al., 2
2007; Arias et al., 2008; Rusinek et al., 2008b), target th
ness, (Borvik et al., 2003), constitutive relation (Rus
et al., 2008c), failure criterion (Teng and Wierzb
2006), or material optimization, (Dey et al., 2004).
The necessity of the analysis of this kind of im
events is derived from the application of DH 36 andWe
460 E steels as structural protection in, for example,
boats or submarines. Such constructions may be subje
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to impulsive and explosive loads. Resistance to impact
events is strongly related to strain hardening, strain rate
and temperature sensitivities, as reported by Rusinek
et al. (2008c). Therefore the use of an adequate constitutive
relation to define the target behaviour is crucial. This sec
tion is devoted to numerical analyses focused on differ
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Fig. 22. Comparison between experimental results and RK model for Weldox-460-E, experimental results published in Børvik et al. (2001); (a) 0.0074 s 1;
(b) 2.16 s 1; (c) 577 s 1; (d) 1512 s 1.
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ences introduced by the constitutive relations, RK or JC,
when applied to analyze the perforation of DH 36 andWel
dox 460 E plates. Special interest is focused on the effect of
initial temperature. It is well known that marine vessels
can be subjected to a wide range of environmental temper
atures, which can oscillate from 313 K in equatorial seas to
xper
et al
sub
s. The
iame
l pro
angle
to re
etri
on o
the problem has provided good results in terms of ballistic
limit, failure time and energy absorbed by the plate for sev
eral projectile plate configurations, (Borvik et al., 1999,
2002a,b; 2003; Gupta et al., 2006, 2007; Arias et al.,
2008; Rusinek et al., 2008b; Børvik et al., 2005; Teng and
Wierzbicki, 2006; Voyiadjis and Abu Al Rub, 2006). How
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hed
des
cted
ents
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ens.
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7.1. Numerical configuration
The numerical configuration used is based on the e
imental set up originally developed by Borvik
(2002a). In that case, Weldox 460 E steel plates were
jected to perpendicular impact by conical projectile
circular target plate had the following dimensions: d
ter /t = 500 mm and thickness, t = 12 mm. The conica
jectiles had the mass of Mp = 0.2 kg and the nose
h  18.5, Fig. 24. The projectiles were oil quenched
duce its erosion during impact.
In order to simulate impact events, an axi symm
configuration is traditionally used. This simplificati
Rigid body Mp = 0.2 kg 
68 mm 
30 mm 
  18.5º 
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Fig. 25. Strain rate sensitivity for high velocity impact perforation, ES
(Rodríguez-Martínez et al., 2008)..
,
c
f
ever, recently Rusinek et al. (2008c) have noticed the c
venience of using 3D approach to simulate partic
aspects of the problem, mainly related to petalling, s
this failure mode a is non symmetric process. In
numerical simulations reported in the present work
3D numerical approach was used. The target was mes
with 8 nodes hexahedral elements (C3D8R) and 4 no
tetrahedral elements, (C3D4). The zone directly affe
by impact was meshed using 36 hexahedral elem
along thickness. The tetrahedral elements were used to
fine successive transition zones as one moves away f
the center of the plate. This procedure was assumed in
der to reduce the number of elements along thick
Therefore the final calculus time is reduced without
of accuracy. The projectile was assumed as a rigid b
I*
Radial 
symmetry es 
I* = 36 elements along thickness in the 
zone directly affected by the impact 
imulations; (a) Projectile dimensions (b) Target mesh.
8
13 s10 −≥
High level of strain rate 
due to tear propagation: 
Local plastic instability 
steel (mild steel). Strain rate contours during perforation for sheet of mild steel
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in agreement with the experimental observations previ
ously commented (Borvik et al., 2002a).
To analyze perforation it is necessary to assume a fail
ure criterion. In this case the effective failure strain
epf 1 was assumed as such criterion. This value comes
from combination of the RK constitutive relation with the
sidè
usi
008)
steel
ilure
sid
ffer
was
t as
, this
et al.
the
ana
ack
(JC).
d to
pact
events and is commonly pre implemented in most of the
FE commercial codes, including ABAQUS/Explicit. How
ever, the implementation of RK model has been carried
out by the present authors using the fully implicit algo
rithm originally proposed by Zaera and Fernández Sáez
(2006). This algorithm belongs to the class called return
ice
go
or
ion
ion
ek
ek
ed,
a
ra
nd
er
rial
ed,
ne
on
re
me
ri
me
ith
36
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re, 1885). This procedure was previously applied by R
nek et al. (2008c) and Rodríguez Martínez et al. (2
using the same value of the failure strain for the mild
ES. Using the same procedure, different values of fa
strain were tried for the three initial temperatures con
ered, (T01 = 200 K, T02 = 296 K, T03 = 400 K), but the di
ences found were reduced and only one value epf 1
used during the simulations. The friction coefficien
sumed during the numerical simulations was l = 0.05
value has been previously used for example in Borvik
(2002b); Arias et al. (2008); Rusinek et al. (2008b).
7.2. A role of constitutive relation
Both, RK and JC models have been applied to define
material behaviour during the simulations in order to
lyze one constitutive relation with some physical b
ground (RK) and another purely phenomenological
Moreover JC constitutive relation has been widely use
define material behaviour when subjected to im
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Fig. 26. Numerical simulation of residual velocity using RK and JC modemapping, which are robust and widely used in pract
(Simo and Ortiz, 1985; Simo and Taylor, 1986). The al
rithm was previously implemented into RK scheme in
der to simulate impact problems like dynamic tens
test (Rusinek et al., 2005, 2008a), dynamic ring expans
(Rusinek at al., 2007b) and perforation processes (Rusin
et al., 2008c). In the previous numerical work, (Rusin
et al., 2008c), several constitutive relations were evaluat
namely: PL, JC and RK. They represent different approxim
tions of strain rate sensitivities, which affect the perfo
tion process of mild steel plates. In application of PL a
JC constitutive relations it was necessary to identify diff
ent sets of material constants to reproduce the mate
behaviour in the whole range of strain rates consider
10 3s 1  _ep  106s 1. However, for RK model just o
set of constant was sufficient. This is the main reas
why appreciable differences appear for the numerical
sults obtained by each constitutive relation for the sa
boundary value problem. The closest results to expe
ments in terms of ballistic limit, failure time, force ti
history and failure mode were found for simulations w200 300 400 500
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ls at different initial temperatures; (a) To = 200 K, (b) To = 296 K, (c) To = 400 K.
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RK model. It must be noticed that RK constitutive relation
presents the advantage of predicting the material behav
iour when subjected to high initial temperature and strain
rate levels since it introduces variable strain hardening in
general form n n0fð _ep; TÞ as previously discussed in this
paper, where f <> is the weight function. Moreover, the
r th
its o
08c)
odrí
roach
ctiles
l fail
pac
lation
initia
tion
tem
n ex
diat
corre
ghes
T03 = 400 K, as the maximum temperature that marine
structures are usually subjected.
The first consideration in the numerical analysis was to
evaluate the ballistic limit and the residual velocity pre
dicted by each constitutive relation for the three initial
temperatures considered. It should be noticed that the
rom
par
t al.,
usi
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e to
und
tice
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istic
itu
red
ini
istic
the
d by
e of
ood
s of
H-36
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range of impact velocities is estimated in the lim
103s 1  _ep  106s 1, (Rusinek et al., 2008b, 20
Fig. 25. This strain rate level was also observed in R
guez Martínez et al. (2008) via the numerical app
for sheets of mild steel ES perforated by conical proje
Fig. 25.
The next step after evaluating the effect of critica
ure strain and strain rate sensitivity definition in im
events is to analyze the influence of constitutive re
when the target is subjected to different
temperatures.
7.3. The case of DH 36 steel
The lowest temperature applied during the simula
was T01 = 200 K, which corresponds to the minimum
perature that marine structures can be subjected i
treme environmental conditions. The interme
temperature was assumed as T02 = 296 K, which
sponds to standard temperature condition, and the hi
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Fig. 27. Numerical simulation of failure time using RK and JC models a
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f
,
,
t
l
s
e
t
curves residual velocity vs. initial velocity obtained f
the numerical simulations Fig. 26, present the typical
abolic profile of dynamic perforation events, (Borvik e
2002a,b; Gupta et al., 2006, 2007; Arias et al., 2008; R
nek et al., 2008b; Voyiadjis and Abu Al Rub, 2006). It is
shown in Fig. 26 how the ballistic limit increases, clos
DVbl  70 m/s, from T0 = 400 K to T0 = 200 K. This is fo
for both constitutive relations considered, which no
the relevance of the initial temperature on the behav
under impact and perforation of DH 36 steel.
In the cases of T0 = 400 K and T0 = 296 K, the ball
limit and the residual velocity predicted by both const
tive relations for the range of impact velocities conside
do not differ by more than 10%, Fig. 26a and b. For both
tial temperatures the JC model estimates a higher ball
limit, Fig. 26. But these differences notably augment in
case of T0 = 200 K for which the ballistic limit predicte
both constitutive relations presents a variation rang
DVbl  500 m/s showing the relevance of procuring a g
definition of the DH 36 behaviour especially in term
temperature sensitivity.300 350 400 450
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Similar conclusions can be obtained analyzing the val
ues of failure time obtained from the numerical simula
tions, Fig. 27. The evolution of failure time with the
impact velocity for all the constitutive relations used
presents the classical parabolic profile of perforation.
This is in agreement with the experimental and numeri
up
t al.
tive
iffer
ences predicted are notably augmented in the case of
T0 = 200 K.
Contours of stress level are shown in Fig. 28 for
V0 = 300 m/s and T0 = 400 K for both constitutive relations
analyzed. Stress wave propagation is clearly visible due
to the fully 3D numerical configuration used. The reduced
tes
in
ted
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ta et al., (2006, 2007); Arias et al. (2008); Rusinek e
(2008b); Voyiadjis and Abu Al Rub (2006). JC constitu
relation predicts the longest failure time, and the dFig. 28. Equivalent stress contours during the perfor
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models. To = 296 K.petalling process appearing when large thickness pla
are impacted by conical projectiles is well predicted
agreement with the experimental observations repor
in Borvik et al. (2002a); Dey et al. (2004).ation process for RK and JC models. V0 = 300 m/s, To = 400 K.
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7.4. The case of Weldox 460 E steel
In the case of Weldox 460 E, numerical simulations of
perforation at room temperature have been conducted to
estimate the ballistic limit and the residual velocity. The
comparison of experimental results with RK and JC model
ts ob
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The comparison conducted between the predictions of
RK, JC and PB models in a wide range of strain rates and
temperatures showed the improved capacity of the RK
model to define the thermo viscoplastic behaviour of DH
36 and Weldox 460 E steels.
This demonstrated superiority of RK constitutive rela
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Fig. 30. Equivalent stress contours of the perforation process using RK and JC models, V0 = 300 m/s and To = 296 K.
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tained using RK constitutive relation are the clos
the experiments in terms of residual velocity and f
time. As previously reported in the case of DH 36
the constitutive relation used to define the behavio
the target presents a considerable influence in the r
obtained using the numerical simulations.
Finally, the results of the numerical simulations
form of the failure modes are compared after appli
of JC and RK models, Fig. 30. It is observed an absen
well developed petalling as reported in Borvik
(2002a); Dey et al. (2004). Thus, agreement is foun
tween numerical results and experiments in terms o
ure modes.
8. Concluding and remarks
In this paper the thermo viscoplastic behaviour o
36 and Weldox 460 E ferritic steels is examined. Beha
of DH 36 steel has been defined using three differen
stitutive relations, two of them with some physical
ground (RK and PB) and another one, p
phenomenological (JC). Behaviour of Weldox 460 E
has been defined using RK and JC models. In the c
RK model, the procedure which was used to dete
the values of material constants has been outlined. It
be highlighted an excellent agreement found betwee
analytical predictions obtained by RKmodel and the e
imental results used as the reference.o
e
l,
f
s
e
f
l.
r
y
l
f
e
t
e
tion in comparison with JC and PB formulations is ba
in the following points:
 The JC constitutive relation does not consider the fl
stress as decomposed into two parts, the effective st
and the ‘‘athermal” stress. Moreover, strain hardenin
defined as a power law, without taking into account
effect of strain rate and temperature. The constanc
the strain hardening exponent n in JC formulatio
contrary to the observations frequently made
reported for metals. The constant logarithmic strain
sensitivity b ðor= log _epÞep ;T introduced in the orig
version of the JC model is ineffective to define the st
rate sensitivity of a large number of metals from qu
static to high strain rates.
 The PB constitutive relation is based on the proces
thermal activation with an additive decomposition
the total stress. However, it was noticed in this w
that the stress decomposition that the model propo
is not in agreement with physical behaviour of mat
als. For example, the effective stress results domin
during quasi static loading. Moreover, as it was pr
ously reported in the case of JC model, PB model d
not consider strain hardening exponent as depend
on strain rate and temperature.
Thus, it was possible to conclude the relevance of in
ducing the strain hardening exponent with dependency
strain rate and temperature in the form: n n0fð _ep; TÞ. T
21
dependency was included for the first time in constitutive
modeling in the RK constitutive relation. Using this formu
lation it is possible to define correctly the thermal soften
ing of the material in adiabatic conditions which causes
acceleration of plastic instabilities being precursor of fail
ure. Plastic instabilities frequently take place during im
ture
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levels which are reached during such process.
This was the main reason to apply the RK model to
36 and Weldox 460 E steel to conduct numerical sim
tions of impact perforation of plates subjected to high
pact velocity by conical projectiles. The numerical re
obtained using RK model to define the material behav
are compared with those results obtained using JC m
In the case of DH 36 steel, different initial tempera
for the target are considered, (T01 = 200, T02 =
T03 = 400 K). Relevant differences were found in the b
tic limit, the residual velocity and values of failure
predicted by RK and JC constitutive relations, espec
in the case of higher initial temperature T01 = 200 K. T
it has been noticed the influence of the material defin
in the simulation of impact events.
In the case of Weldox 460 E steel, the numerical re
obtained using RK and JCmodels are compared with ex
imental results. The numerical estimations obtained u
the RK constitutive relation present a better fitting
experimental results in comparison with the results
tained using the JC model.
In further studies, the effects of shear banding
mechanism reported by Nemat Nasser and Guo (200
DH 36 steel, should be taken into account in nume
simulations. Certain attempt to describe the contribu
of micro shear banding in plastic flow was presente
Pecherski (1998) and for viscoplastic flow of nanocry
line materials in Nowak et al. (2007). Moreover, m
attention must be also done concerning the failure c
rion definition, ultimate stage during the process. In
case a simple failure strain level has been used in ag
ment with several papers available in the open litera
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